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Canadian World Bowls Team Announced
The 2016 World Bowls Championships is taking place
on November 29-December 11th, in Christchurch, New
Zealand. Held once every four years, this international
tournament is a pinnacle event in the world of bowls.
Only the top thirty one qualified countries can compete
at World Bowls. Countries had to earn individual spots
in each discipline to compete at the 2016 event.
Successful performances at the 2015 Asia-Pacific
Championships meant that Canadian athletes qualified
to compete in all eight events: Men’s and Women’s
Singles, Pairs, Triples and Fours.
Team Canada was announced on July 18th, and are as
follows:
Mens






Ryan Bester (Surfer’s Paradise, AUS)
Cameron Lefresne (Enfield, NS)
Steve McKerihen (Toronto, ON)
Steven Santana (North Vancouver, BC)
Ryan Stadnyk (Niagara Falls, ON)

Women’s






Leanne Chinery (Greymouth, NZ)
Shirley Fitzpatrick-Wong (Winnipeg, MB)
Jackie Foster (Bridgetown, NS)
Kelly McKerihen (Toronto, ON)
Pricilla Westlake (Delta, BC)

Veteran athletes Ryan Bester, Kelly McKerihen and Leanne
Chinery are not only well versed in the pressures of
international competition, but are also very familiar with the
greens in the Southern Hemisphere. Rookies Westlake and
Lefresne are making their international debut for team play,
although both have bowled for Canada at the recent World
Junior Championships. Westlake also won a bronze medal at
the 2016 World Cup.
Like so many athletes in other sports, Ryan Bester made the
decision to relocate in order to train and compete with the
best competition in the world. This practice is very common
in sports such as volleyball, basketball, soccer, equestrian,
and swimming. Bester’s decision to move to Australia more
than ten years ago is paying off in spades. A silver medalist
for Canada in singles at the 2014 Commonwealth Games,
pairs gold medalist (with partner Steven Santana) at the
2015 Asia Pacific Games, Bester also recently repeated his
Australian Bowler of the Year title based on his top results
over the 2015-16 season. Despite his geographic location,
he remains a proud Canadian and continues to belong to the
Hanover Lawn Bowls Club in Hanover, Ontario.
When asked about the team’s prospects, Don Caswell (BCB
High Performance Chairperson) said “We look forward to
building off the success from the 2015 Asia Pacific
Championships. With the gold medal performance from
Santana and Bester and strong performances from the
women, Team Canada is looking to be a top competitor at
this year’s World Bowls Championships.”
Follow Team’s Canada’s journey at www.bowlscanada.com
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Generous donations from Royal and Edmonton
Indoor Lawn Bowls Clubs
The Edmonton Indoor Lawn Bowls Club and the Royal
Lawn Bowls Club have made a generous donation of
$10,000 each to Bowls Canada Boulingrin for the
production of a new promotional video resource.
The intent of this resource will be to explain the sport of
Bowls through a visual display, promoting both the
competitive and recreational aspects of the sport. Targeted
to the general public, it will position Bowls as a fun,
exciting and accessible opportunity for people of all ages. It
will also contain a component that can be used by club
coaches to aid in teaching the sport to beginners.
Once production is complete, it will be available to all
clubs and all provincial associations to use as a promotional
tool for recruiting members and soliciting supporters. It will
also be available on social media platforms such as
YouTube, Facebook, and the Bowls Canada website.

I am profoundly grateful to the Royal and Edmonton Indoor
Lawn Bowls Clubs” said Ian Tyzzer, President of Bowls
Canada Boulingrin. “With the production of this video
resource, we will be better equipped to market our sport and
increase the number and diversity of bowlers in Canada”.
The funds were generated through the Alberta Gaming and
Liquor Commission (AGLC) casino funding program and
represent many long hours of work put in by individual club
members. “We are so grateful to the members of the
Edmonton Indoor and Royal Lawn Bowls Clubs”, said BCB
Executive Director Anna Mees. “Producing a current video
resource that is available in both official languages and can
be easily accessed by all clubs across Canada has long been
a desire of the organization.” Production is set to begin in
late August.

Orillia Lawn Bowling Club Celebrates Receiving $24,000 Grant from New
Horizons for Seniors

Orillia, ON - The Orillia Lawn Bowling Club held an Open
House on June 23, 2016 in celebration of the generous grant
received from the Government of Canada’s “New Horizons,
for Seniors” program. The grant is awarded to organizations
that want to make a positive impact in the lives of seniors
through social participation and the inclusion of seniors.
Among the attendees at the Open House were Bruce
Stanton, Deputy Speaker and Simcoe North MP, and Orillia
Mayor Steve Clarke, who congratulated the lawn bowling
club, and tried their hands at rolling a few bowls.

“Seniors in Motion” is a new, free learn-to lawn bowl program for
seniors offered from the Orillia Lawn Bowls Club. The program is
geared towards individuals who enjoy gentle, outdoor exercise in a
fun and socializing environment. The program was offered twice
a week in June and July this summer. Sally Mills of the Orillia
Lawn Bowling Club stated: “To date, we have over 50 seniors
registered for these classes, demonstrating the desire for older
adults to stay active and involved in the community, and the value
and appeal of lawn bowling!”
This program is in partnership with the City of Orillia’s Department
of Parks, Recreation and Culture.

The lawn bowling club received $24,000 to offer a new
“Learn to Lawn Bowl” program for seniors, called “Seniors
in Motion”. The grant includes funds for purchasing new
senior-friendly equipment and training new coaches. The
new equipment includes new bowls lifters and pushers to
assist those with strength or mobility issues and new smaller
and brightly coloured bowls.
Right Photo: Bruce Stanton, Deputy
Speaker and Simcoe North MP, and
Orillia Mayor, Steve Clark
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North American Challenge Comes to Canada
MORE INFORMATION
For more information on The North
American Challenge, Please visit:

CANADA - TEAM FOLKINS
Men
Pat Bird (Calgary, AB)

www.pacificindoor.ca

Darryl Fitzgerald (Kitchener, ON)
Owen Kirby (Kitchener, ON)

The North American Challenge is the largest North American
continental bowls event of its kind. A challenge match between
Canada and the United States, the tournament provides an
international competition opportunity for both countries.
Originally established in 1989, this tournament has become a biannual traditional competition between the United States and
Canada. The 2016 event will be held on Canadian soil at the
Pacific Indoor Bowls Club (PIBC) in Vancouver, British
Columbia from September 29- October 1st, 2016.

Rob Law (Winnipeg, MB)
Chris Stadnyk (Niagara Falls, ON)
Women
Shirley Fitzpatrick- Wong (Winnipeg, MB)
Jordan Kos (Regina, SK)
Jaymee Sidel (Victoria, BC)

Each country will field two teams of five men and five women
who will compete in singles, pairs, triples and fours. The team
names pay homage to long-time international Canadian bowler
Graham Jarvis and legendary US bowler Dick Folkins.
2016 marks the first time the tournament has been held at an
indoor venue. With the upcoming World Championships in
New Zealand this December, both countries felt that the pace of
the PIBC surface most closely replicated the conditions that will
be found ‘down under’.
The challenge match format means that both the Jarvis and the
Folkins teams will play twenty-four games each, with a total of
forty-eight games with seven trophies to be claimed at end of
play:

Baylee van Steijn (Gores Landing, ON)
Pricilla Westlake (Delta, BC)
CANADA - TEAM JARVIS
Men
Lucas Caldwell (Peterborough, ON)
Adam McKerihen (Toronto, ON)
Steve McKerihen (Toronto, ON)
Kody Olthof (Delhi, ON)
Steven Santana (North Vancouver, BC)

1. Top Men's Folkins Team

Women

2. Top Women's Folkins Team

Joanna Cooper (Calgary, AB)

3. Top Men's Jarvis Team

Nicole LeBlanc (Uxbridge, ON)

4. Top Women's Jarvis Team

Sue Roth (Woodstock, ON)

5. Top Combined (Men’s& Women's) Folkins team

Jenny Siu (Burnaby, BC)
Stirling Wood (Midland, ON)

6. Top Combined (Men's & Women's) Jarvis team
7. Top Overall team
Team Canada is hoping to continue their thirteen year overall
winning streak against the States, and what a better platform
than a Canadian host club!
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Junior Boys Champions

Championship Season Is Upon Us!
National championship season has come once again. Things
got rolling with the Juniors and Under 25’s competition (Aug
1-8th) which was hosted in North Vancouver, British
Columbia at the North Vancouver Lawn Bowling Club. It was
an exciting week-long event of young athletes competing in
the Junior, Forster-Lang Pairs and Under 25 competitions.
Returning Junior champion Braedon Campbell (NS) took
home the gold medal after a successful win over Rob Law
(MB), who was a top competitor throughout the competition.
Michael Fraser (ON) took the bronze medal with a win over
Carter Watson (SK). On the women’s side, BC native Carah
Webster took the gold with her defeat of reigning champion
Jordan Kos (SK) in an exciting 18-15 finish. Baylee Van
Steijn (ON) was awarded the bronze with her win over Emma
Boyd (BC).

This week long competition is always exciting to track since
it develops young athletes into the sport of Bowls, as well as
it can be a firsthand glance of the future of Bowls in Canada.
Their championship titles earn Caldwell and Westlake the
nomination as Canada’s entry to the 2017 World Junior
Championships hosted in Queensland, Australia next March.
The World Juniors is an annual outdoor championship
featuring Men’s and Women’s singles and Mixed Pairs
events. (www.worldbowls.ca)
Up next is the Canadian Championships held at
Commonwealth Lawn Bowls Club in Edmonton, Alberta
from August 14th-20th. This week long event hosts various
events of Pairs, Triples and Fours teams. To follow these
events, live streaming is accessible through Sports Canada
TV, as well as follow Bowls Canada Boulingrin on Twitter to
see live tweets during the medal games. Stay Tuned to the
next issue of Extra Ends to see results and stories about
following events.

Junior GirlsJunior Girls Champions

What is unique about the Juniors and Under 25’s competition
is not only the young age of the players, but that the top four
male and female finishers of both tournaments will be named
to the “Youth Developmental Squad”. The Youth
Development Squad was initiated in 2015 by Bowls Canada to
help young athletes build their skills and develop for future
international competition.
The Under 25’s followed the Juniors in an exciting finish to
the week-long competition. Returning champion and National
Team member Pricilla Westlake (BC) took the gold over
Sydney Boyd (SK), with Stirling Wood (ON) picking up the
Bronze in this three-woman event. For the men, Lucas
Caldwell (ON) earned the well-battled gold medal with a
single shot over Brandon Watson (SK) for a final score of 2120. Grant Wilkie (SK) won bronze over fellow teammate
Michael Pituley in a 21-15 final.

U25 Champions

The 2016-2017 Youth Development team are as follows:
Men

Women

Caldwell, Lucas (ON)

Boyd, Emma (BC)

Campbell, Braedon (NS)

Boyd, Sydney (SK)

Fraser, Michael (ON)

Kos, Jordan (SK)

Law, Rob (MB)

Van Steijn, Baylee (ON)

Pituley, Michael (SK)

Webster, Carah (BC)

Watson, Carter (SK)

Westlake, Pricilla (BC)

Watson, Brandon (SK)

Wood, Stirling (ON)

Wilkie, Grant (SK)
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“Funtastic” Tournament in Vernon, British
Columbia
The results of the tournament are as follows:
The Vernon Lawn Bowling Club was host to its 18th Annual,
“Funtastic” Mixed Triples Lawn Bowling Tournament held over
the Canada Day long weekend, July 1st - 3rd, 2016. Sixteen
teams participated in the event this year. The Teams entry fee of
$60.00 per team (x 16 teams in this case equaling $960.00) is
turned back to the competitors as Prize Money.
The tournament opened on Canada Day, with the competitors and
volunteers showing their Canadian Pride by wearing the National
Colors. “It was truly a glorious sight to see the sea of red and
white out on the Vernon greens along with the sights, sounds and
activity coming from the celebration events taking place in
Polson Park,” said Frank Anderson, Director at Vernon LBC.

Division A Winner ($210.00) - Team Pearson, Penticton LBC
Diane Pearson (Skip), Dorothy Sutherland & Byron Nate
Division B Winner ($165.00) - Team Burns, Vernon LBC
Jim Burns (Skip), Jane and John Clarke
Division C Winner ($135.00) - Team Tennant, Riverside LBC
Bud Tennant (Skip), Alice Tennant & Bob Gamble
Division D Winner ($120.00) - Team Bettles, Salmom Arm
LBC
Vern Brodler (Skip), Alice Brodler & Helen Bettles

The weather cooperated throughout the weekend play and the
greens were in tremendous condition. With all of the entry fees
going to prize money, the competition can be quite keen, but the
emphasis remains on the FUN part of “FUNtastic”.
Vernon Lawn Bowling Club would like to thank all who
participated and/or supported this event, in addition to all the
local businesses who donated to the daily Prize Table. This
tournament has truly become one of the most prestigious events
to participate in within the Interior Division of Bowls BC.

Competition Review
What does competition review mean to bowlers? Competition
review is defined as the process of analyzing your competition
structures, rules, and calendar to determine whether it supports
the athlete developmental pathway outlined in the Long Term
Athlete Developmental Framework (LTAD). To make
competitions more meaningful, and to fill gaps along the
bowler’s development pathway, Bowls Canada Boulingrin
(BCB) is currently undergoing a competition review. It is hoped
that upon completion of the review and restructuring,
competitions will better serve bowlers across Canada on all
level, from local to international.
Along with all Canadian National Sport Organizations, BCB is
required to complete a review and restructuring of our
competition model to ensure that it aligns with LTAD principles,
in general and specific to the Bowls LTAD pathway.

Competition restructuring is defined as the process of selectively changing
competition structure, rules, and the calendar to address the issues found,
while optimizing the role of competition and serving athlete development.
Currently, overall participation in National and Provincial championships is
on a downward trend. There is no clear link between the National competition
structure and athlete development or bowler retention. For many national
events, there is not a clear understanding if the purpose of the event should be
to celebrate domestic excellence or to provide a step in an international
qualification process. This is why Bowls Canada Boulingrin is currently
undergoing the change, in order to provide athletes throughout Canada with
optimal athlete training and creating opportunities to compete at relevant
competition levels.
Provincial bowls associations gathered in Toronto in February 2016 to
identify common gaps from local to national level that existed across the
country. Out of that event, a series of principles were identified to ensure that
any modifications to the championship structure would best serve the overall
sport. Currently, proposals outlining how a proposed competition structure
can best meet these principles and serve to enhance bowls at all levels are
being solicited from individuals and provincial associations. BCB is currently
gathering proposals, and will be working with Provincial Bowls Associations on
final recommendations in March 2017. Stay tuned for further updates on this
process.
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From the Head Office
Extra Ends’ reporter Sarah Moss sat down with Jake Schuknecht,
Bowls Canada’s newest staff member, to chat about what it’s like
to transition from being front and centre as an athlete to a more
behind the scenes role as an administrator.
You have been in this position for three months now, how are you
enjoying the role of Technical Coordinator for Bowls Canada
Boulingrin (BCB)?
I’m really enjoying my role as technical coordinator with BCB. I’ve
learned a lot in a short amount of time, and am eager to continue
learning. It’s satisfying to be able to put my degree in Sport
Management to use
Are there skills that you learned as an athlete that have helped you
transition into this new role?
It’s really useful to know all of the tournaments, bowls lingo, and
to have contacts prior to coming into this role. I’ve found that a lot
of time has been saved to not need to look up the definition of an
event, what a certain phrase means, or who to go to for answers
when I have questions. I would have to say that the most important
skill that I learned as an athlete is communication. Whether I’m
playing as part of a team, or working at the office, keeping
everyone on the same page and communicating clearly with
everyone is one of the biggest keys to success.
Was it hard taking yourself out of selection for upcoming
competitions this year?
Yes and no. It was difficult to remove my name from the possibility
of representing Canada at World Bowls and The North American
Challenge, as I would have loved to play in both. That being said, I
did just graduate after 5 years of post-secondary education and this
role is exactly what I have been working towards. I am excited to
change my perspective by seeing the competitions from behind the
scenes.
What has been your biggest learning so far?
I’ve learned that there’s a lot more that goes on behind the scenes
than what people realize. I have no idea how Bowls Canada used to
operate with only one staff member a few years ago, but even now
with four it still seems like a tremendous amount of work needs to
be done. No matter how much you do, there’s always more that
could be done.
How did your education prepare you for success as the Bowls
Canada Technical Coordinator?
My education taught me how to look at sport from a big picture
perspective. This has really helped in making decisions, as often
times in sport decisions are made without looking at the big picture.
My degree in Sports Management also helped prepare me for
dealing with a heavy workload. Prioritizing assignments and
staying late to meet a deadline was the norm in University, so
transitioning to the office was much easier because of it.

Is life in the office what you expected? Any surprises?
There’s a lot more to administration than I expected. There are
some days where I come into the office and have 20 emails to
answer before I even get my day started, and they can range from
local club questions to national issues. It also surprised me how
constant the communication needs to be. If you don’t hear from
someone for an extended amount of time, it usually doesn’t lead
to a good result, so you need to ensure that you’re always
checking in on everyone to see how things are coming along. I’m
surprised at how much I’m enjoying administration, as I never
envisioned that my career would feature me operating the
logistics side of Bowls Canada as a living.
What change/legacy would you like to effect for bowls in Canada
during your tenure in the national office?
That’s a difficult question. As this is my first job post-graduation,
I’ve been more focused on learning as much as I can, and not so
much about leaving behind a legacy. As a bowler, I’ve always
been passionate about growing the game, expanding numbers,
and having a focus on high performance. This job provides an
opportunity to actually do something tangible in those areas.
We’re in the process of reviewing our national championships, so
restructuring the championship model is exciting for me.
Something I’ve noticed as a bowler in Ontario is that the number
of quality, high performing athletes is dwindling. There are many
bowlers who are stuck in the Long Term Athlete Development
stage of “train to play” – “learn to compete” of development, but
aren’t making that jump to “train to compete” – “train to excel”
stage. I’d like to help push athletes to that next level by providing
resources and avenues for them to access and grow as a player.
While I may not be a coach, I hope that I can nudge a few high
performance players and coaches to compile a resource base for
aspiring athletes. I guess my legacy would be to create or compile
resources for athletes to further their development.
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A: Prior to any delivery, the mat must be positioned on the
centre line of the rink. During an end, if a player notices that
the mat is crooked or is off the centre line, the mat must be
replaced in its original position, without changing the
distance from the mat to the jack.

Possession of the rink
Q: When exactly does the possession of the rink change? I
was playing in a novice event and found that the other skip
spent time examining their bowls after they had been
delivered. Is this allowed?

This month’s column focuses on getting back to basics.

Delivering the jack
Q: In the situation where Team 1’s jack needs to be rerolled, does the lead for Team 2 get to reposition the mat, or
does it stay where Team 1’s lead originally placed it?
A: If the jack is delivered and comes to rest on the rink at a
distance that is less than 2 metres from the front ditch, it
must be moved out to the 2 metre mark on the centre line,
before play commences.
The first player to deliver the jack at the start of an end can
place and centre the mat on the rink anywhere between the 2
metre mark and the first hog line. If the jack is delivered
improperly, it is returned, and the opposing lead or player
can reposition the mat and re-deliver the jack. If both players
have improperly delivered the jack, the jack is placed at the 2
metre mark. The player who first delivered the jack can also
reposition the mat before they deliver their first bowl.
If portable groundsheets are in use, the groundsheet may be
moved so that it is in the correct position at the front edge of
the mat (i.e. the mat position determines the position of the
groundsheet, rather than the reverse). This is permitted under
the BCB Domestic Regulation (approved April 2015)
regarding the use of groundsheets, unless the greenskeeper
directs otherwise.

The position of the mat
Q: I was playing in a fun charity tournament last week and
noticed that half-way through an end the mat had moved
from where it was originally placed. Should we have moved
it back to where it was originally placed at the beginning of
the end?

A: When two players are standing at the head, the team that
is delivering a bowl has possession of the rink. The player
who is directing the head may stand where they choose,
while the other player must stand behind the jack and away
from the head. As soon as each bowl comes to rest,
possession transfers to the opposing team, after allowing
time to chalk a toucher. The player who had possession
must immediately step back and away from the head, and
cannot linger in the head to see who has the shot. They must
wait until they regain possession of the rink. This helps to
speed up the game and avoids distracting the other player.
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Greens Maintenance Tips By Charles Roach (Burlington LBC)

Charles Roach just
completed his term as
the Ontario Lawn
Bowling Association’s
Greens Chair where he
advised clubs across the
province on greens’
care. Last summer he
worked collaboratively
with Willowdale LBC
greenkeeper Bill Donald
to prepare the greens for
the 2015 Canadian Lawn
Bowls Championship

How to Level the Playing Surface
Most greens in Ontario that I played on basically have a
wide draw on one side and a narrow side on the other.
Some greens have good draw on both side. That’s not by
accident and means that the greens keeper has worked at
leveling his greens.
One fine bowler told me once. I have bowled all over the
world and I have very seldom bowled on a perfect grass
green.
If there is no perfect grass green around, what can we do
to help ourselves?
We can eliminate a lot of the uneven or low spots on our
greens. High spots are more difficult to fix than low
spots. Most greens slope toward the plinth. There are two
ways to correct this problem. One is to lift the sod up to
the high point where the plinth is level to the green,
remove the soil to the desired level and relay the sod.
The other method is to raise the plinth. Use a 14 feet
straight edge find your level and start gradually filling
with pure sand, this might take 3 to 4 years to get the
desired level but it will pay off in the long run. Both of
these methods are best done when you close your greens.
Once you have achieved the 14 feet level all around the
edge of your greens you are well on your way to a level
green.

One way to find out where your uneven spots are on the rest
of the green is to use a RIGID DRAG. This was designed by
Lloyd Woods and specific information on the design and
process can be found in his book Bowling Green
Maintenance and Management on page 63. This book is
worth every dollar you will spend on it. (Note: this is
available through Bowls Canada).
Once you have a rigid drag this is the procedure. With dew
on the green surface, drag the entire green in both directions.
The pattern of dew that remains indicates at least to a
degree, where the low spots are and where the turf is
roughened up where the high spots are.
Immediately after dragging the green and before the dew
dries up mark up the spots where the dew was left on you
can spread sand or use chalk as long as you know where the
low spots are for later on. Now working on the low spots
sprinkle more sand and drag the rigid drag across where you
sprinkle the extra sand this will feather out at the edges of
low spots. If the sand is more than ¼ inch deep, you should
remove some sand so the grass is not smothered and repeat
at a later date.
The high spots are not so easy to fix. However, if you hand
core the area of roughened turf, remove the plugs and leave
the holes open, the green will eventually settle and lower the
high area. You might have to repeat this procedure over
again. If you took too much soil by coring you may find
some low spots. In this case it not a problem, use the rigid
drag find the low spots and top dress the low area. We used
this procedure at Burlington Lawn Bowls Club with great
success.

MORE INFORMATION
You can purchase the publication “ Bowling Green Management
and Maintenance” by Lloyd Woods at:
http://www.bowlscanada.com/en/merchandise/merchandise.html
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Canadian National Championships
Edmonton, Alberta | August 14 –20, 2016

Senior Triples Championships
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia | August 25 – 31, 2016

Singles Championships
Vancouver, British Columbia | September 5 –10, 2016

Mixed Pairs Championships
St. Catherine’s, Ontario | September 15 –20, 2016

North American Challenge
Vancouver, British Columbia | September 29 – October 1, 2016

Indoor Singles
Vancouver, British Columbia | October 30 – November 5, 2016

2016 World Champion of Champions
Queensland, Australia | November 14-20, 2016

World Bowls Championships
Christchurch, New Zealand | November 29 – December 11, 2016
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Perfect End Pin Winners
John Little- Sidney LBC- BC
Karle Bateman- Sidney LBC-BC
Pauline Morrison- Sidney LBC-BC
Trevor Birrell- Sidney LBC-BC
Jim Morrisson- Sidney LBC-BC
Lorne Pomerleau- Sidney LBC-BC
Roy Smith- Cowichan LBC- BC
Bruce McIntyre- Cowichan LBC-BC
Anne Ackerman- New Westminster LBC-BC
Glory Ewen- New Westminster LBC-BC
Judy Steele- New Westminster LBC-BC
Wade Gilles- New Westminster LBC-BC
Brooke Webber- New Westminster LBC-BC
Robert Rodzinyak- Rotary Park LBC-BC
Dave Cox- Rotary Park LBC-BC
Keith Wylie- Rotary Park LBC-BC
Dave Mitchell- Cobequid LBC- NS
Karen Hennigar -Cobequid LBC-NS

25 Year Pins
Hellen McCrady- Commonwealth LBC-AB
Jean Nagle- Bedford LBC-NS
Claire Sargent- Pointe Claire LBC-QC
Marian Ufford- Pointe Claire LBC-QC
James Ritchie- Pointe Claire LBC-QC
Faye Wass- Elmwood LBC-ON
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Thank you to our Sponsors & Partners!

Visit Us on Social Media

@BCBBowls

Facebook.com/BCBOfficial

Flickr.com/bowlscanadaboulingrin

Want to Connect?
For more information about being
added to our newsletter distribution
list or to send along any suggestions;
please contact Katie Gardner,
Promotions and Communications
Manager at
communications@bowlscanada.com

communications@bowlscan
ada.com
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